Role of Delayed Neuroglial Activation in Impaired Cerebral Blood Flow Restoration Following Comorbid Injury.
Besides other causes, ischemia and Alzheimer's disease pathology is also linked to decreased cerebral blood flow (CBF). There is little or no consensus about the role of neuroglial cells in maintaining CBF in various neuropathologies. This consensus becomes scarcer when it comes to clinical and experimental cases of comorbid Abeta-amyloid (Aβ) toxicity and ischemia. Here, a comorbid rat model of Aβ toxicity and endothelin-1 induced ischemia (ET1) not only demonstrated the appearance of axotomized phagocytosed pyknotic neurons (NeuN) immediately after the injury, but also showed a diversity of continuously changing neuroglia (MHC Class II/OX6, Iba1) and macrophage (Iba1/CD68) phenotypes with round, stout somas, and retracted processes. This is indicative of a response to a concomitant increase in large fluid-filled spaces due to the vascular leakage. Ironically 4 weeks after the injury despite a conclusive reduction in neurons, CBF restoration in ET1 rats was associated with a massive increase in neuroglial cell numbers, hypertrophy, ramification, and soma sizes bordering the continuously reducing lesion core and inflamed vasculature, possibly to shield their leaky phenotype. Astrocytes were also found to be releasing matrix metalloproteinase9 (MMP9), which stabilized matrix ligand β-dystroglycan (β-DG) in repaired or functional vessels. Changing neuroglia phenotypes, responses, motility, astrocytic recruitment of MMP9, and β-DG stabilization implies the role of communication between neuroglia and endothelium in recovering CBF, in the absence of neurons, in ET1 rats compared to Aβ+ET1 rats, which showed characteristics delayed neuroglial activation. Stimulation of timely neuroglial reactivity may serve as a viable strategy to compensate for the neuronal loss in restoring CBF in comorbid cases of ischemia and Aβ toxicity.